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ABSTRACT

Gene expression is regulated by orchestrated bind-
ing of regulatory proteins to promoters and other
cis-regulatory DNA elements (CREs). Several plant
databases have been developed for mapping pro-
moters or DNA motifs associated with promoters.
However, there is a lack of databases that allow
investigation for all CREs. Here we present Plant-
DHS (http://plantdhs.org), a plant DNase I hyper-
sensitive site (DHS) database that integrates hi-
stone modification, RNA sequencing, nucleosome
positioning/occupancy, transcription factor binding
sites, and genomic sequence within an easily navi-
gated user interface. DHSs are indicative of all CREs,
including promoters, enhancers, silencers, insula-
tors and transcription factor binding sites; all of
which play immense roles in global gene expression
regulation. PlantDHS provides a platform to predict
all CREs associated with individual genes from three
model plant species, including Arabidopsis thaliana,
Brachypodium distachyon and rice (Oryza sativa).
PlantDHS is especially valuable in the detection of
distant CREs that are located away from promoters.

INTRODUCTION

DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHSs) are genomic regions
that exhibit hypersensitivity to cleavage by DNase I endonu-
cleases. These specific sites are typically inferred as open
chromatin, which is accessible to regulatory proteins and
thus marks cis-regulatory enriched regions in eukaryotic
genomes. Chromatin accessibility can be examined by the
extent of DNase I digestion, which was discovered over
30 years ago (1). Formerly, this approach involved titra-
tion of DNase I followed by characterization of digested
DNAs by Southern blot hybridization (2). Recent advances
in massively parallel sequencing technologies have enabled
genome-wide mapping of DHSs, which can be achieved by
partial DNase I digestion followed by sequencing (DNase-
seq). Genome-wide DHS mapping has laid the founda-
tions for the assembly of comprehensive catalogs of regu-

latory DNA sequences (3,4). This method has been partic-
ularly useful in identifying accessible cis-regulatory DNA
elements (CREs), including promoters and enhancers of ac-
tively transcribed genes (4,5).

Recently, DHS maps have been developed in plant
species, such as Arabidopsis thaliana and rice, by using
this high throughput method (6–9). However, information
about such DHSs is often trapped in the supplementary
materials of a publication or is only accessible through
the NCBI GEO database. To address this problem, we de-
veloped PlantDHS, a web interface/application of plant
DHSs. In PlantDHS, we have introduced unified DHS IDs
for plant species comprising several tissues. In addition,
we have also integrated histone modification, RNA-seq,
nucleosome positioning/occupancy, and transcription fac-
tor (TF) binding site data. Moreover, by applying modern
web infrastructure that allows user browsing and searching,
DHS-related information can be readily visualized.

DATABASE ARCHITECTURE

The PlantDHS incorporates A. thaliana, B. distachyon and
rice genomes, three model plant species, with DHSs, hi-
stone modification data sets developed from chromatin
immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq),
nucleosome positioning and occupancy, RNA-seq, and
transcription factor binding site data. All the DHSs and
DHS scores were identified using an in-house developed
software, Popera (https://github.com/forrestzhang/Popera).
First, Popera identifies the DHSs by applying the kernel
density estimation algorithm, which is similar to the algo-
rithm defined by F-seq (10). Second, all the DHSs iden-
tified from various tissues and developmental stages were
merged to create a unified DHS file; DHSs were then as-
signed unique ID tags. Lastly, normalized scores of unified
DHSs were calculated for each unique tissue and develop-
mental stage.

For RNA-seq data analysis, we used TopHat2 (11) and
Cufflinks (12) for mapping RNA-seq reads and calculat-
ing gene expression levels (Fragment Per Kilobase of exon
per million fragments Mapped, (FPKM)), respectively. His-
tone modification ChIP-seq data were mapped using Bowtie
(13). We calculated the normalized ChIP-seq read counts
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within DHSs and ±300 bp flanking the DHSs. The DHS,
gene expression and histone modification data sets were in-
tegrated using SQLAlchemy, which is an object-relational
mapper (ORM) for the Python programming language.
This allowed us to build a virtual object database and im-
port the data to a MySQL database server.

The PlantDHS utilizes the Web Server Gateway Inter-
face (WSGI), which facilitates an interaction between the
server and the application, and is the most preferred in-
terface for python-based web programming. For the con-
struction of PlantDHS, we used HTML5 (http://www.
w3.org/TR/html5/), CSS (http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/),
JavaScript, jQuery (https://jquery.com) and HighCharts
(http://www.highcharts.com). The client side of the web
application/interface is delivered via the apache2 HTTP
server (http://httpd.apache.org) to provide modern web
browsers on any platform, such as Mac OS, Windows,
iOS, Android, Linux, etc. The server side was constructed
using Flask (http://flask.pocoo.org), SQLAlchemy (http:
//www.sqlalchemy.org), MySQL (https://www.mysql.com)
and JBrowse (14) on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS server (http://www.
ubuntu.com).

CORE FUNCTIONALITY

The PlantDHS includes a total of five web pages within
the navigational bar: Home, JBrowse, Genome, Download
and Help (Figure 1A). The web application infrastruc-
ture provides a user-friendly interface that expedites explor-
ing, visualizing and browsing DHSs information with rel-
ative ease. The Home page provides a quick search menu
for immediate DHS browsing, basic help information and
JBrowse quick links for species selection. JBrowse pro-
vides fast navigation, zooming and track selection func-
tions for layering DHSs, TF binding sites and nucleo-
some positioning/occupancy features of the genome. The
Genome page includes information regarding available data
sets and a search menu for information about a specific
species. Users can download the DHS data sets from the
Download page. We supply GFF files, which contain the
positional information of the DHSs. The CSV files con-
tain DHS scores in different tissues and development states.
The Help page contains links to the data sources, several
demo/tutorial videos and information regarding website
maintenance and version releases.

A major function of PlantDHS is mapping putative
CREs that are likely binding sites of unknown regulatory
proteins. PlantDHS allows for browsing and visualization
of histone modification, gene expression and nucleosome
positioning around possible regulatory factor binding sites.
To begin investigating, users will start by entering a gene ID
or by specifying genomic coordinates for the species of in-
terest (Figure 1B and C). A successful gene ID search will
yield a page displaying the gene name, reference genome,
gene name synonyms and a description of the gene (Fig-
ure 1D). To retrieve DHS information for the target gene or
region from this page, the user can click the ‘GoTo’ button
under ‘Search DHSs’ (red box in Figure 1D). This action
will display detailed DHSs information on JBrowse for tar-
get gene or region (Figure 1E); specifically, at the top of this
page, the user can find a list of DHSs considered CREs as-

sociated with unknown regulators (Figure 1E). The bottom
of this page shows the JBrowse window, which contains all
listed DHSs (Figure 1E). Within the JBrowse page, users
can integrate DHS genomic coordinates with DHS scores,
transcription factor binding sites identified by ChIP-seq or
ChIP-chip, and nucleosome positioning/occupancy infor-
mation. Utilizing the ‘Available Tracks’ menu on the left
hand side, the user can select multiple layers of available
data to add or subtract to the JBrowse window.

For plotting DHS-related data such as DHS scores,
histone modification and expression levels of the DHS-
associated genes, users can either click ‘DHSs’ in the
JBrowse window or the ‘View’ button in the DHSs list (red
box in Figure 1E). There are three panels in the DHS-related
information plot view page. The DHS score panel (Fig-
ure 2A) represents the mean and max score of the DHS in
different tissues. The histone modification panel (Figure 2B)
displays normalized scores for various histone modifica-
tions within the DHSs; where ‘flanking’ represents the nor-
malized score of the histone modification ±300 bp flank-
ing the DHS peak. The gene expression panel (Figure 2C)
included RNA-seq-based expression data for all genes lo-
cated within ±10 kb of the DHS’s midpoint. By looking
at these three plot panels, users can easily visualize DHS
scores along with gene expression and histone modification
data for different tissues or developmental stages simulta-
neously.

EXAMPLE

To further demonstrate the utility of our database, we exam-
ined the collaborative effect of these data sets for the well-
characterized floral regulator gene, SUPERMAN, in A.
thaliana. A DHS (TAIR chr3:8241330–8241426, indicated
by a blue arrow in Figure 1E) upstream of the transcrip-
tion start site (TSS) of SUPERMAN lies congruently with
ChIP-predicted binding sites of floral MADS box transcrip-
tion factors AP1 and SEP3. The DNase-seq (DHS) read
depth at this position in the floral tissue was significantly
higher compared to the leaf sample, suggesting that this par-
ticular DHS is specific to floral tissues (Figures 1E and 2A).
In addition, there is a depletion of nucleosome occupancy
at this site in the flower tissue compared with the leaf tissue,
indicative of open chromatin and thereby increasing accessi-
bility to transcription factors, and subsequent downstream
consequences. Of the three genes within 10 kb surrounding
TAIR10 Chr3:8241330–8241426, SUPERMAN is the most
expressed gene in flower tissue, whereas none of the three
genes are expressed in the leaf tissue (Figure 2C). Interest-
ingly, the other florally expressed gene downstream of SU-
PERMAN is the hormone-induced developmental tissue
regulator, UPRIGHT ROSETTE (15). Furthermore, there
is an enrichment of the repressive H3K27me3 histone mod-
ification in leaf tissue, compared with flower tissue (Fig-
ure 2B). Several additional DHSs can be detected at both
upstream and downstream of the SUPERMAN gene. Only
one of these additional DHSs overlapped with predicted
binding sites of AP1 and SEP3 (Figure 1E). These DHSs
are potential CREs that may regulate SUPERMAN and/or
its neighboring genes. Taken together, these results corrob-
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Figure 1. Structure of PlantDHS database. (A) Navigation bar of PlantDHS home page. (B) Quick search box for finding DHSs for a region or gene of
interest. (C) Species-specific search engine (Genome Tab). (D) DHS search results and links to JBrowse pages (red box). This page shows the gene name,
reference genome, gene name synonyms, if there are DHSs associated with the gene or region of interest, and a short description of the gene. (E) Details of
region and/or gene of interest. Top panel represents the table of DHSs in the intersected region, and more specifically the coordinates of DHSs. The ‘View’
links take the user to the histone modification and RNA-seq information for each DHS, which is displayed in Figure 2. Bottom panel is the JBrowser view
of the region of interest. The purple box highlights a DHS (blue arrow), a SEP3-binding site, a AP1-binding site, and two positioned nucleosomes that
present in leaf tissue but miss in flower tissue (blue double arrows), which are all located upstream of the SUPERMAN gene (AT3G23130).
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Figure 2. Histone modification, RNA-seq and DHS score information page. (A) Mean and max DHS scores in different tissues and developmental stages
associated with a single DHS. (B) Normalized histone modification scores within and around (flanking) the DHS. (C) Expression levels of SUPERMAN
(AT3G23130) and two nearby genes (within 10 kb of DHS) in flower and leaf tissues. All three genes are not expressed in leaf tissue.

orate the TF binding site data and reveal the complex regu-
lation for the SUPERMAN gene.

DATA SOURCE

TAIR10 (https://www.arabidopsis.org) (16), TIGR7 (http:
//rice.plantbiology.msu.edu) (17) and MIPS1.2 (http://www.
brachypodium.org) (18) were used as the reference genomes
of A. thaliana, rice and B. distachyon, respectively. We in-
cluded a total of seven DHS libraries: Arabidopsis (Col-0)
leaf, Arabidopsis (Col-0) flower, Arabidopsis (Col-0) ddm1
mutant (deficient in DNA methylation1) leaf, ddm1 mutant
flower (6), rice (Nipponbare) seedling tissue, rice (Nippon-
bare) callus (7) and B. distachyon (BD21) seedling tissue.
RNA-seq libraries included: Arabidopsis leaf, Arabidop-
sis flower (6), rice seedlings, rice callus (19) and B. dis-
tachyon leaf (20). Histone modification data sets contain:
H3K27me3, H3K27ac and H3K4me1 from Arabidopsis leaf
and flower tissues; and H3K36me3, H3K4me3, H3K9me2,
H4K12ac, H3K9ac, H3K4me2 and H3K27me3 from rice
leaf tissue (7,21). Histone modification was calculated in
two distinct regions: (i) ±300 bp flanking the full DHS and
(ii) exclusively within the DHS. The nucleosome position-
ing data includes: rice leaf, Arabidopsis leaf and Arabidop-
sis flower (22,23). Arabidopsis transcription factor data sets:
AGL-15 (24), AP1 (25), AP3 (26), BES1 (27), EIN3 (28),
ERF115 (29), FHY3 (30), FLC (31), FLM (32), FUS3 (33),
GL1 (34), GL3 (34), GTL1 (35), LFY (36), PI (26), PIF3
(37), PIF4 (38), PIF5 (39), PRR5 (40), PRR7 (41), SEP3
(42), SMZ (43), SOC1 (44), TOC1 (45) and WUS (46).

All Arabidopsis transcription factor binding site informa-
tion was downloaded from http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.
be/cig data/RegNet/ (47).

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Identification of CREs in plants has been mainly depen-
dent on bioinformatic and computational predictions (48).
Several algorithms and bioinformatic tools have been devel-
oped to identify CREs in plants. Most of these tools were
established either exclusively based on analysis of DNA
sequences from the upstream regions of genes (49,50), or
based on identification of co-expressed genes in different tis-
sues or/and under the same biotic or abiotic stress, followed
by sequence/motif analysis of the presumed upstream reg-
ulatory regions of the co-expressed genes (48). These tools
and the established databases have been valuable to the
plant research community. However, since these prediction
tools have mainly focused on promoter regions, the vast
majority of other types of CREs, including enhancers, are
missed in these predictions.

DNase I hypersensitivity is a universal mark for all ac-
tive CREs (51). For example, more than 90% of the SEP3-
binding and AP1-binding sites detected by ChIP-seq were
covered by DHSs (6). Thus, DHSs provide corroborative in-
formation of TF-binding sites predicted based on the clas-
sical ChIP-seq method. PlantDHS provides a platform that
allows predicting of all potential CREs associated with spe-
cific plant genes. The position of the promoter of a plant
gene can be readily predicted based on various tools and
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databases developed by the plant research community. By
contrast, plant enhancers have proved to be difficult to iden-
tify, which is due to the fact that enhancers can be located
at various positions relative to a specific gene. DHSs located
outside of the promoter regions are putative enhancers. We
recently examined the function of several intergenic DHSs
in A. thaliana using the �-glucuronidase gene reporter. En-
hancer function was found to be associated with of more
than 70% of these candidates (52). This result confirmed the
power of mapping CREs using DHSs.

We plan to maintain and improve the PlantDHS by
adding additional DHS data sets, including those from ad-
ditional plant species and from model plant species grown
under various stress conditions. Epigenomic data sets will
also be added in the database. We are currently developing
a genome-wide enhancer map in A. thaliana based largely
on the DHS information (52). The enhancer information
will be integrated into PlantDHS, which will be one of our
near future goals.
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